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Date labels are the dates on food packaging that are accompanied by phrases such as “use by,” “best before,” “sell by,” “enjoy
by,” and “expires on.” Date labels can lead to food waste because they are misleading to consumers and result in safe,
wholesome food being needlessly thrown away.
Federal Law on Date Labels
There currently is no federal law regulating date labels. 1 Congress has, however, passed legislation delegating general
authority to the FDA and the USDA to ensure food safety and protect consumers from deceptive or misleading food
labeling. 2 Unfortunately, the FDA and the USDA have not interpreted this authority to allow them to regulate date labels,
thus:
• The FDA does not require date labels on foods, other than infant formula. 3
• The USDA does not require date labels on foods under its purview, including meats, poultry, and egg products. 4 If,
however, USDA-regulated foods are dated, either as required under state law (see below) or voluntarily, they must
include: (1) a day and month (and year for frozen or shelf-stable products) and (2) an explanatory phrase, such as
“sell by” or “use before.” 5
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Because federal law is so limited, states have broad discretion to regulate date labels. As a result, inconsistent date labeling
laws exist across the country. 6 What has been consistent, however, is food manufacturers’ practice of basing these dates on
optimal food quality and freshness, not on food safety. 7 Despite this fact, many consumers continue to mistakenly believe
that these dates are indicators of safety and many report throwing food away once the date passes, due to fear of safety
risks. 8 However, no link has been shown between eating food after its labeled date and foodborne illness. 9
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Vermont State Law on Date Labels
Vermont state law requires date labels on shellfish products and certain foods prepared and packaged in a food
establishment. 10 Under Vermont law, packages of raw shucked shellfish must be labeled with a “sell by” date for packages
with a capacity of less than 1.87 liters (one-half gallon) or the “date shucked” for packages with a capacity of 1.87 liters (onehalf gallon) or more. 11 Vermont does not explicitly prohibit the sale or donation of shellfish that is past-date.
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Under Vermont law, ready-to-eat 12 , potentially hazardous foods 13 prepared in a food establishment must be labeled at the
time of preparation with the date the food 14 must be consumed if the food is held under refrigerated for more than 24 hours
after preparation. 15 Additionally, ready-to-eat, potentially hazardous foods prepared in a food establishment and then frozen
must be labeled when the food is removed from the freezer with the date the food must be consumed, which is seven days
or less after the food is removed from the freezer if the food is maintained at 41˚ F or less. Vermont law does not require
specific date labeling phrases, such as “sell by” on ready-to-eat, potentially hazardous food products. Vermont law explicitly
prohibits these products from being sold or donated after the date has passed. 16 Since Vermont only requires date labels on
shellfish and the above ready-to-eat products food manufacturers 17 are free to decide for themselves which food will and will
not display a date label.
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Conclusion
Because there is no federal law on date labeling, regulation of these labels has been left largely to the states and food
manufacturers. Vermont law requires date labels only for shellfish and certain ready-to-eat products. Food manufacturers
have the sole discretion to include date labels on all other food products in Vermont.
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Food service establishments should review Vermont’s Health Regulations for Food Service Establishments to see if they are exempt or subjects to any
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